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Magellan in short
Magellan is an exchange program with annually changing partner universities in Latin America. 20
students of each university spend ten days in Switzerland and ten days in the partner country. The
goal is to extend the understanding of Latin American culture and to allow an insight into their habits
and peculiarities. In addition, Switzerland is presented in all its diversity. In this context stereotypical
prejudices can be countered by well-founded and differentiated views of the countries.

This year’s partner university
The Fundação Getulio Vargas University (FGV) in São Paulo is one of Brazil’s top management
universities. Founded in 1944 it has since then achieved a global reputation in the domains of
research and information, becoming a benchmark for quality and excellence. An institution
characterized by its boldness and pioneering spirit, the Fundação Getulio Vargas was the first in Brazil
to offer public and private administration undergraduate and graduate programs, as well as graduate
programs in economics, psychology, accounting and education.
The University of St. Gallen has been operating a hub in São Paulo since June 2010 as part of
Swisscam in Brazil, the Swiss-Brazilian Chamber of Commerce. Therefore the cooperation with
Fundação Getulio Vargas was tightened on all academic levels. This year’s Magellan project decided
to build on that already existing relationship and expand the bonds between Brazil and Switzerland.

Chairwoman’s Note
Dear Readers, Supporters and Participants
For all I know last year passed by so fast and sometimes I wish we could go back to April of this year,
when 20 Swiss participants were able to spend 10 days in São Paulo, Brazil. Before going there
everybody was telling me that Brazil is a great country but São Paulo itself is just huge, smoggy and
not very attractive. Well, the Brazilian organizing team did a great job in showing us the beauty of
their city and surroundings because I fell in love not only with the country but also with the people
there. And I am sure some other participants felt the same way.
After a great first part, this July all our organizing teams’ effort would show and we were proud to
present the Brazilians and also the Swiss and Germans our small but beautiful country. We tried to
integrate as many different aspects into our program as possible. Our goal was to have the whole
diversity of Switzerland represented and to show that we are not only about cows and chocolate
(even though this is a part of us). Even though there have been a bit too many city tours integrated
all participants were together for 10 days 24/7 and therefore we all got to know each other very well.
For me getting to know all these different people was also the greatest part of Magellan. Every single
person I talked to impressed me in their own way, with their interesting views or many times by
telling me about their pasts. I wish you all the best for your futures and would be glad if I would hear
from you!
Last but not least I would like to thank our supporters and patrons for making this project happen.
Also special thanks to my teamies, Anna Pfeiffer, Erich Nussbaumer, Lotta Wiskemann Sandbu and
Julius Linnert, who put a lot of effort, time and energy into this year’s Magellan project and with all
of whom it was great and fun working with.
After two years of engagement I am a bit sad to leave the program, handing it over to Maximilian
Schacker, Chairman of Magellan 2012. I am sure he will do a great job and successfully continue this
project.
Regards
Ann-Christine Heusch
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Programme Brazilian Part
Part: 14th-24th of April 2011

Thursday, April 14th
-Arrival
Arrival of the Swiss
-Welcome
Welcome Meeting

Friday, April 15th
-Lecture about Brazilian art and culture
-Lecture about sociology
-Lunch at Churrascaria Angelica Grill
-Guided Tour at Paulista
-Cocktail at the University

Saturday, April 16th
-Trip
Trip to Paraty
-Visit
Visit a cachaca enterprise
-Exploring
Exploring the historic centre of Paraty

Sunday, April 17th
-Boat trip
-Return to São Paulo

Monday, April 18th
-Lecture
Lecture about the successfull case
"Casas Bahia"
-Portuguese
Portuguese Class
-Lecture
Lecture about "Brazilian Consumer
Behavior
-Pizza Night

Tuesday, April 19th
-Visit of the company Bardella
-Visit of the MASP-Art Museum in São
Paulo
-Ibrapuera Park
-Skye Bar

Wednesday, April 20th
-Visit of Natura-aa very famous cosmetics
company
-Lunch
Lunch : feijoada
Lecture about global mindset, psychic
distance and the achievements of
Brazilian multinationals' subsidiaries
-Party

Thursday, April 21st
-Trip to the beach

Friday, April 22nd
-Buddy Day

Saturday, April 23rd
-Guided tour at the city centre
-Visit of the city market hall
-Farewell Party

Sunday, April 24th
-Taking the Swiss to the airport

Cultural Differences between Brazil and Switzerland (A Swiss
Perspective)
This year´s Magellan exchange project with the partner university in São Paulo offered participants a
splendid opportunity to experience and explore the Swiss and the Brazilian culture and to identify
the differences and similarities between them. While some of the characteristic behavioral patterns
are already embodied in common stereotypes like “Brazilians are always late to appointments” and
“the Swiss diet consists of fondue and chocolate only” the 20-day exchange program allowed the
participants to reevaluate these prejudices based on well-founded personal reflection and to
discover many more subtle and detailed cultural peculiarities which were previously unknown or
even unexpected.
One of the most omnipresent and most controversial topics was the issue of punctuality. Generally
speaking and being aware of the subjective perception of this issue, the experience of the exchange
program reinforced what the stereotype suggests: Swiss people tend to be more punctual than
Brazilians. Meeting and departure times for the bus were taken as guidelines rather than rules in
Brazil, while in Switzerland the schedule was kept a bit tighter and people (usually) showed up on
time. However, it was pointed out that when it comes to informal events like parties both Swiss and
Brazilians do not stick to the agreed times.
Closely linked to the subject of punctuality is the way of dealing with organizational issues like the
planning and management of group activities. In Brazil the scheduled program was changed
continuously, sometimes several times a day, while in Switzerland the program that was planned in
advance was carried through more strictly. Although the more flexible and spontaneous organization
style of the Brazilians was sometimes regarded as slightly chaotic by the Swiss and the Brazilians
sometimes found the Swiss way a bit stressful, everybody learned to see the advantages and the
cultural backgrounds of both of these organization styles.
Another cultural difference became apparent in the area of patriotism and self-perception. It was
noted that both the Swiss and the Brazilians (in spite of the huge diversity within the large country)
are very patriotic people (e.g. as compared to the German participants who for historical reasons
tend to be more timid about nationality). However, in Brazil this patriotism is mainly expressed in
sports events like football while in Switzerland it is also reflected in politics and various traditions.
Finally, differences were also perceived in communication styles. Generally, it can be said that the
Swiss are more direct and straight forward in saying what they want which can sometimes be
regarded as rude or impolite in Brazil. In contrast, the Brazilians use more words and a lot of body
language to convey the same message. Also when it comes to flirting there are notable differences in
the way the other person is approached and treated.
Of course this list of cultural differences is not complete; many more issues could be named and
addressed. Despite all the differences, however, it must also be mentioned that there are just as
many similarities between the two cultures. Becoming aware of both the differences and the
similarities is what makes an intercultural exchange like Magellan a worthwhile and thrilling event.

Maximilian Schacker

Some impressions

Programme-Swiss part:: 06th-16th of July 2011
Wednesday, July 6th: Welcome
Day
-Arrival
Arrival in St. Gallen
-Welcome
Welcome Meeting

Thursday, July 7th: St. Gallen
Day
-Intercultural Workshop with
Prof. Sánchez
-Lunch (Olma Bratwurst)
-City Tour St. Gallen
-Trip to Appenzell

Friday, July 8th: Bank Day
-Visit
Visit Pictet in Geneva

Saturday, July 9th: Geneva Day
-Visit of the United Nations
Organisation
-Citytour of Geneva
-Party in Lausanne

Sunday, July 10th: Food Day
-Visit
Visit Cailler
-Lunch
Lunch (raclette and fondue) in
Gruyère
-Promenade
Promenade by the Lake Gruyère
-Barbecue
Barbecue at Lake Geneva

Monday, July 11th: Lausanne
Day
-Visit the Lausanne Cathedral
-Visit of Chillon Castle
-Montreux Jazz Festival

Tuesday, July 12th: FIFA Day
-Visit
Visit of the FIFA
-Dinner
Dinner at a typically Swiss
restaurant

Wednesday, July 13th: Berne
Day
-Visit the Federal Palace
-Visit the Brazilian Embassy
-Lunch at Food Court
-Guided Citytour

Thursday, July 14th: Lucerne Day
-Citytour
Citytour and Shopping in
Lucerne
-Trip
Trip to Pilatus (Golden Round
Trip)

Friday, July 15th: Zurich Day
-Guided Citytour in Zurich
-Lunch at a brewery
-Farewellparty in St. Gallen

Saturday, July 16th: Departure
Day
-Departure of the Brazilians

Geneva
The day in Geneva in my eyes was one of the most impressive ones. It started with a guided tour
through the UN-building, where we learned about many different aspects and challenges of the UN
work, followed up by a lunch at the restaurant „Chez ma cousine“. After this break we had some free
time to explore Geneva on our own or in groups.
There were particularly three events which were of special interest. First, on the day we were in
Geneva, the Streetparade was taking place. The variety of people dancing, laughing and having fun
there was amazing – so was the tolerance people from Geneva showed towards them.
Secondly, having left the UN-building on the other side
of the street there where people with flags shouting
some sort of slogan again and again in a foreign
language. Fortunately, we quickly found out the reason
and the meaning of this demonstration: The
roundabout 40 people where exile Iranians who were
claiming a UN Intervention in Iran because of the
everyday violation of human rights. This made me think
about the possibilities, responsibilities and rules the UN
had to follow – and the fact that we, who are living in 2 Demonstration in fron of the United Nations
Europe, lead a truly comfortable life compared to so
many others.
Thirdly, I was impressed by the atmosphere all over Geneva. People were telling me before, that
when you are in the city, you suddenly feel like being outside of Switzerland. I didn’t believe it. But
when a friend and I walked down a street towards the train station, I suddenly stopped and
wondered whether I had a déjà-vu. That was due to the fact that the whole scenery, the people on
the streets and the languages spoken reminded me of a Maghreb or Persian city like Marrakesh. I
was amazed by the fact how manifold this city is. In my opinion, that is something huge companies
can profit from, because cultural competence and tolerance is necessary, if one wants to get and
keep the best personnel all over the world.
All in all, I am truly thankful for the day in Geneva and even more for the whole Magellan-exchange
and I hope that many upcoming generations of students will have the same possibility to widen their
horizon in such an extraordinary way.
Tobias Palm

3 The United Nations in Geneva

Berne
After a rich breakfast in our Cottage in Affoltern we
headed to the Swiss capital by bus. It was a rainy
day in Berne, but it got brighter when we entered
the offices of the Brazilian embassy. There, Unaldo
Eugenio Vieira de Sousa welcomed us and we had
an interesting and lively discussion about cultural
differences, politics, diplomacy and the goals in the
Swiss-Brazilian-Relationship.
We continued our journey through Berne with a

4 Unaldo Eugenio Vieira de Sousa from the Brazilian
Embassy

visit of the Swiss Federal Parliament Building. We
entered the famous halls of Swiss decision-making and
lobbying and got to know more details about the Swiss
confederation.
After that, we all had lunch nearby in one of the
various small restaurants at Markthalle. Once we had
finished our meal, we walked through the old city
5 Our group as National Councillors

centre all the way down to Bärengraben. The

Brazilians and many of the Swiss students for the
first time saw the new cage with several impressive
brown bears in it. At Bärengraben, a competent tour
guide of Berne Tourism joined us in our bus and
guided us to several attractions such as the
Rosengarten with view over the old town, the Paul
Klee Centre and the Monbijou neighbourhood.

Simon Streit

6 At the Bärengraben

Lucerne
Our Swiss trip led us then to the most popular city in Central Switzerland: Lucerne. Marina Walter,
a HSG-student,
student, was our guide for the day. She accompanied us through the lovely streets of the
city and told us many anecdotes about Lucerne and its history. After having crossed tthe famous
Chapel Bridge, visiting the Jesuit Church and climbing to the ramparts (nine towers), we finished
our city-tour
tour in front of the “Dying Lion of Lucerne”. This lion,
lion, carved in 1821, in the honor of the
Swiss mercenaries, has such a strong expression, that we all understood the words of Mark Twain:
“[It is] the saddest and most moving piece of rock in the world.”
Our afternoon was dedicated to the “Golden Roundtrip”.. We navigated about one hour on the
lake Lucerne to Alpnachstadt. There
There, the world’s steepest cogwheel train brought us to the top of
the Pilatus (2132 meters), where we could admire… the beautiful Swiss clouds! The weather was
unfortunately not on our side, but a delicious hot chocolate helped us to keep our happiness! A
nice ride by aerial cable car down to Kriens concluded our pleasant day in Lucerne.
Mélanie Thévenaz

8 On the Golden Round TTrip
8 Group picture in front of Kapellbrücke

9 The carving of the dying lion

Zurich
Towards the end of our tour through Switzerland we headed towards the largest Swiss city: Zurich.
Our first stop was a visit at the International Federation of Association Football (FIFA). First we had a
guided tour through the very impressive building which is a masterpiece of architecture. Then we
had a presentation about the organization and the goals of the FIFA and afterwards we had the
possibility to ask questions while enjoying an aperitif. In short, this visit at the most important
football organization in the world was not only interesting for football fans.
Afterwards we went to a restaurant at Zurich downtown to enjoy a typically Swiss meal:
“Älplermaccaroni”. Even though this dish was completely new to some of us, certainly nobody was
left hungry afterwards.
But Zurich isn’t just the FIFA and delicious food. It is also a very interesting and beautiful city with a
lot of history. We learned about all that on our guided city tour. The tour was by foot and we
discovered some places that even some of the Swiss participants had not known before.
Anna Pfeiffer

11 Lounge at the FIFA

9 At the FIFA

10 With a football mascot

12 Zurich at night

Cultural Differences between Switzerland and Brazil (a Brazilian
Perspective)
We had a special lecture at the University of St Gallen about the Cultural Differences with Professor
Sánchez. In that we could talk about what we perceived when we were in Brazil and the way it
affected us while we were living with our buddies. I can’t say we changed our minds after the Swiss
part of the program, since the habits were the same ones. But I can say that after it, we could notice
some new cultural differences.
Some topics we can point out are:
1. Shower: it is the most popular topic we discussed, since the Swiss people take very short showers
(5 minutes or something like that), and we, Brazilian people, take around 20 minutes. It wasn’t a
problem when we were in Brazil, living each one with our buddy, but when we had to share one
bathroom between 20 girls it became a reason to complain sometimes. But it wasn’t the worst. Later,
when adding to this the hot water was limited it became such a HUGE problem. It is even funny to
remember now.
2. Exercise: The first time we had to walk through the city, going upstairs to the St. Gallen
University… Yes, it is cool. But the following times, it isn’t anymore. I don’t think it is a big cultural
difference, just because we are Brazilians. I would say that difference exists because we are from
São Paulo, the biggest city of Brazil and one of the biggest cities of the world. We can’t just go by
walking to the other side of the city. And in St. Gallen, I would say they could go by walking to the
other side of the city twice in the same day! And that’s why while we were walking and trying to be
nice tourists (taking pictures, watching the overview), we were often late and the Swiss organization
team had to come and ask us to be faster (also because they had to be on time - we will talk about it
later).
3. Time code: Swiss are extremely punctual. Brazilians are more flexible.
4. Partying: I still don’t know what the dress code to party in Switzerland is. And I am quite sure they
don’t know as well. It was even funny to go to clubs dressed up, and then find a big amount of girls
wearing jeans and tennis. I convinced myself that it happened because we were going to other cities,
where they didn’t know the clubs. Maybe I am sure.
Also, a point we already knew in advance, we find it kind of weird that the Swiss boys speak a lot and
don’t act so fast. While we are used to go to parties and kiss one or more people in the same night,
just for fun, in Switzerland, they speak for hours before deciding to do something. And even before
that the guys take ages to decide to go and talk to a girl. I would say it is even ironic, while the Swiss
guys are always so in hurry, trying to be on time, never late, always running, but when they are at a
party, they are the slowest kind of guys I have ever seen.
5. Organization: One of the main things we all learnt in the cultural differences aspect, apart from the
different punctuality code is regarding the organization habits. In general, the Swiss people tend to
plan every little detail and then always stick to the plan. The Brazilians, instead, plan fewer details
and decide some things more spontaneously and there is always flexibility to change the plans at any
time. It might be good to have a balance between both: it is always good to have a detailed plan we
can follow, so we don’t need to stress about little things, but it is also great if one can be flexible.
Brazilians tend to have a plan B, even a plan C, and are able to cope with unexpected problems and
solve everything.

Tirza Mogari, Juliana Almeida, Diana Pires

Main Supporters
AVINA is a foundation mainly active in Switzerland. They support
projects in the areas of social issues, education, arts&culture and
environment.

Stiftung Mercator Schweiz is another foundation located in
Switzerland. Their subpart “Engagier Dich” supported us this year.
One of their goals is to ease intercultural comprehension at which
Magellan also aims at. Last year they also supported two other
similar exchange projects with Asia and within Europe.

Prof. Dr. Yvette Sánchez is professor for Spanish language and
literature at the University of St. Gallen. Additionally she ist the
director of the Swiss-Latinamerican Center. For many year she
supports the project Magellan and helps us out wherever she can,
especially with her various contacts to latinamerica.

Prof. Dr. Markus Schwaninger teaches Business with special
concentration on system oriented management. He represents the
academic support of our University of St. Gallen and therefore is a
great help for us.

Präsenz Schweiz is an office of the federal administration and as a
unit it is part of the General Secretariat of the Federal Department
for Foreign Affairs (FDFA). For years they have been generously
supporting Magellan and the other international projects of the
Student Union of the University of St. Gallen.
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